Elgin Heritage Commission
Design Review Subcommittee
Tuesday, November 12, 2019
6:00 p.m.
Elgin City Council Chambers
150 Dexter Court, Elgin, IL 60120
Agenda
A. Call Meeting to Order
B. Roll Call
C. Approval of Minutes
October 22, 2019
D. Recognize Persons Present
E. Old Business
F. New Business
1. 56 N Channing Street – Maintain K-style gutters
2. 437 North Street – Installation of 2 egress windows
G. Other
H. Tabled Items
I.

Staff Comments

J. Adjournment
THE CITY OF ELGIN IS SUBJECT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT OF 1990.
INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES WHO PLAN TO ATTEND THIS MEETING AND WHO REQUIRED CERTAIN
ACCOMMODATIONS IN ORDER TO ALLOW THEM TO OBSERVE AND/OR PARTICIPATE IN THIS MEETING, OR WHO
HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE MEETING OR THE FACILITIES, ARE REQUESTED TO
CONTACT THE HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, ADA COORDINATOR AT (847) 931-5620 {TDD (847) 931-5616}
PROMPTLY TO ALLOW THE CITY OF ELGIN TO MAKE REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS FOR THOSE PERSONS.

Design Review Subcommittee
of the Elgin Heritage Commission
October 22, 2019
Proposed – Minutes
The meeting of the Design Review Subcommittee was called to order at 6:00 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers (Located on the 2nd floor of City Hall) by Chairman Wiedmeyer.
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Rebecca Hunter, Bill Ristow, John Roberson, Dennis Roxworthy, Scott Savel, and John
Wiedmeyer
MEMBERS ABSENT:
None
CITY STAFF PRESENT:
Christen Sundquist, Historic Preservation; and Cindy Walden, DRSC Secretary
APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
Motion made by Committee Member Roxworthy to approve the minutes of October 8, 2019, as
amended: Page 8/9 option #3 preferred by commission.
The motion was seconded by Committee Member Hunter.
The motion passed unanimously.
RECOGNIZE OTHER PERSONS PRESENT:
None
PROPERTIES ON AGENDA FOR DISCUSSION:
Old Business
None
New Business
266 Douglas Ave – Window replacement (3rd floor south elevation)
141 N Porter St – Reconstruction of rear steps
570 E Chicago St – Installation of skylight (rear)
ITEMS TABLED:
None
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NEW BUSINESS:
266 Douglas Ave – Window replacement (3rd floor south elevation)
The applicant has submitted a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) to replace two windows
found at the third floor, south elevation. The windows are located in the kitchen and are 2 lite
over 2 lite with horizontal muntins.
Staff inspected the windows on Friday, October 11th and found that the window sashes were in
repairable condition, though the jambs, dividing stop were in poor condition.
However, despite the condition of the windows, the overall design (2 over 2 horizontal
muntins) does not match the windows found at the lower two floors, nor the other remaining
windows on the property, which are 1 over 1 lite windows. 2 over 2 horizontal muntin windows
were typical window designs installed during the 1950s.
In 2011, replacement windows were approved for three windows on the property with
Crestline aluminum-clad wood insert windows.
There was no submission of a cost estimate for repair of the 3rd floor kitchen windows nor a
cost estimate submitted for the replacement windows. However, on the Certificate of
Appropriateness application it noted a request to install Jeld-Wen 4500 series double-hung
window.
Elgin Design Guideline Manual Specifications:
Windows
A.
Which are original should be preserved in their original location, size, and design and
with their original materials and numbers of panes (glass lights).
B.
Which are not original should not be added to primary facades or to secondary facades
where readily visible.
C.
Repair is preferable to replacement, but if replaced the recommended replacement
should be in-kind to match the original window profile in material and design.
D.
The replacement of a building’s original wood or steel windows will be deemed
acceptable if the replacement in-kind is as close of a match as possible to the original
window’s material, profile, and configuration. “Replacement-in-kind” windows are
windows that closely match the original window material and form (style, dimension,
texture, and detailing).
Wood replacement windows for original or non-original windows will also be considered
provided that the proposed window profile will continue to complement the historic
character of the building and district.
Replacement windows will be considered upon consideration of a submitted photo of
the existing window or a drawing which identifies the dimensions of the existing sash
and as applicable, muntins, mullions, transoms, and any other window details is
submitted. A manufacturer’s specification or standard cut sheet with the replacement
window details will also be required prior to window replacement approval.
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E.

F.

G.

H.

I.
J.

The replacement of just the sash with new sash installed to fit the existing frame rather
than the replacement of an entire window is recommended and preferred. Window
openings may not be modified to accommodate a replacement window.
Windows clad in aluminum or baked-on aluminum are acceptable as replacement
windows for use throughout the structure. Factors to be considered in determining
whether the severity of deterioration of windows requires replacement shall include but
not be limited to the following factors: damage, excessive weathering, loss of soundness
or integrity of the wood, deterioration due to rot or insect attack, and cost to repair. As
to the factor of the cost to repair windows, a particular window may be permitted to be
replaced rather than repaired if the estimated cost to repair the windows is more than
the estimated cost of the purchase and installation of appropriate replacement
windows.
Which are original of steel or aluminum should be repaired with materials to match the
original. If repair is not feasible, replacement should be with new windows to match the
original as closely as possible in materials and dimensions. Aluminum extruded windows
are an acceptable replacement substitute for original steel sash windows, as long as
their size, shape and profile match the original windows.
Vinyl extruded windows are not permitted for use on structures that are determined to
be significant or contributing to the overall character of the historic district or landmark.
On structures determined to be non-contributing by virtue of vintage or date of
construction outside of the period of significance of the historic district in which they
are located, the installation of replacement windows will be allowed provided that:
a. The replacement windows are of a material appropriate to the time period or
architectural style of the building, and
b. The replacement windows are built to match the size of the opening, the original
window configuration, and to the greatest extent possible, the profile and detail
appropriate to the style of the building.
Which are new should not have snap-on or flush muntins. True divided muntins are
preferred over these types of muntins which do not have the same appearance as
historic windows. New muntins which are an integral part of the window sash and
installed on both sides of the glass are preferable to snap-on simple grilles. Muntins that
are permanently affixed to the exterior of the window glass may also be permitted.
Screens and/or storms should be wood or baked-on or anodized aluminum and fit
within the window frames.
That are approved for replacement may be fitted with new double-paned Low-E glass
that will improve the energy conservation on the interior. Only low-e glass that does not
contain a tint should be used.

Staff Recommendation:
Staff does not recommend approval of the Certificate of Appropriateness as submitted as the
Jeld-Wen 4500 series does not have historic dimensions that match close enough to the sizes of
the original windows’ top, bottom and meeting rail and the stiles.
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Staff would recommend approval of the replacement of two windows at the south elevation,
3rd floor kitchen despite no cost estimate for repair due to the two windows not being original
to the building, if the following conditions are met:
1. The applicant must submit detailed window design specifications (i.e. window
dimensions/cut sheet) for staff review and approval prior to being issued a COA permit.
2. The replacement windows are insert windows (sash replacement kits).
3. The replacement windows must fit the window opening and match the existing
windows’ profile, design and dimensions.
4. The windows must be wood or aluminum-clad wood.
5. The replacement window glass must not contain any tint.
6. The historic brickmold shall remain or if beyond repair shall be recreated to match the
existing in kind and be of rot resistant wood. All other wood elements such as the jamb,
parting stop and sill shall be repaired or if beyond repair shall match the existing in
kind.
7. All new wood elements to be prepped, primed and painted.
The appellant provides the kitchen window sashes to an architectural salvage entity.
*****
Jose Sifuentes (owner) was present for tonight’s COA discussion:
Window replacement should not match the same design (2 or 2) being removed, as they are not
appropriate for the era of construction. Window needs to match the remainder of the building
windows as a 1 over 1 design. One set of original windows seen in photos on the structure are
also 1 over 1 design.
Motion made by Committee Member Roxworthy to approve with staff recommendations and
the following requirements: Window replacement shall be 1 over 1. Window spec sheet to be
presented to staff for approval prior to any purchase of windows; to ensure the proposed
window meets all historic requirements/specifications.
The motion was seconded by Committee Member Ristow.
The motion passed unanimously.

141 N Porter St – Reconstruction of rear steps
The applicant has submitted a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) as a corrective action for
reconstruction his rear stairs without a COA or building permit.
The applicant is now proposing to remove rear stairs and replace with new landing and stairs to
match the submitted sketch that was provided by staff.
Elgin Design Guideline Manual Specifications:
PORCHES
Porch design, materials, and placement are key defining characteristics of an historic dwelling.
Original porches should be maintained and repaired where needed. Porches on the fronts of
dwellings should not be enclosed with wood or glass for additional living space. The screening
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of porches on the fronts of buildings is appropriate as long as the open appearance of the porch
is maintained. If replacement of porch features is required, use materials to closely match the
original. If the original porch is missing, a new porch should be constructed based upon
photographic or physical evidence. If such evidence does not exist, base the design upon
historic porches of similar dwellings from the same time period and architectural style. In some
cases turn of the century dwellings had their original porches removed and replaced with
“modern” porches in the 1920s and 1930s which do not necessarily match the original style of
the house. If desired, these porches may be replaced with porches in keeping with the original
design; however, some of these porches have acquired significance in their own right and can
be preserved.
Enclosing porches on the front of a house or where readily visible is not appropriate or
recommended. Front porches should not be enclosed with glass, wood siding, or other
materials. Porches on the rear or sides of dwellings may be enclosed when not readily visible
from the street and if the height and shape of the porch roof is maintained.
Guidelines
A. should be maintained in their original design with original materials and detailing.
B. should be repaired or replaced to match the original in design, materials, scale, and
placement.
C. should be screened only if the structural framework for the screen panels is minimal and
the open appearance of the porch is maintained. Screen panels should be placed behind
the original features such as columns or railings and should not hide decorative details
or result in the removal of original porch materials.
D. should have steps of the same material as the porch floor (e.g. porches with wood floors
should also have steps made of wood, not concrete or brick).
E. should have poured concrete steps if the porch, patio or terrace floor is made of
concrete (see section on Porch Steps).
F. should have wood tongue and groove flooring running perpendicular to the façade, if
the porch floor is made of wood.
G. should have trellises made of wood, if trellises are appropriate.
H. should be filled in as traditional for the type and style of the house, or with decorative
wood framed skirting, vertical slats, or lattice panels, if open areas in the foundation
exist.
I. should not be removed if original to the dwelling.
J. should not be enclosed with wood, glass, or other materials which would alter the
porch's open appearance.
PORCH COLUMNS AND RAILING
Original porch columns and railings should be retained and repaired with materials to match
the original. If the original porch columns and railings are missing, replacement porch columns
and railings should be appropriate for the dwelling's architectural style and period; handrail
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height and style should be determined by photographs, paint outlines, paint shadows, or similar
homes in the area.
Porch columns often deteriorate first at the bottom next to the porch floor. If this is the case,
consider sawing off the deteriorated area and replacing this section rather than replacing the
entire column.
A note on porch railing height: Traditionally, the height of porch railing was based on the height
of window sills within the porch, and ranged anywhere from 24 to 30 inches. This was done to
provide a clear view from the inside of the house.
However, modern building codes require that railing heights be no less than 36 inches, with an
exception for historic properties if the lower height of the porch railing is judged by the building
official to not constitute a distinct life safety hazard in accordance with the requirements of
Section 3406 of the 2000 International Building Code – “Historic Buildings.”
Drawings should be provided that properly integrate the porch features with the design of the
house.
Railing height less than 36 inches high will need to be reviewed by the building official so as not
to constitute a life safety hazard.
Guidelines
A. should be preserved and maintained. Where repair is required, use materials to match
the original in dimensions and detailing.
B. should be rebuilt in historic designs if the original columns and railings have been
removed or replaced.
C. should have new balusters for the railing, if required. Porch balusters (also called
spindles) should be appropriate for the building's style and period. The height of the
railing should be in line with the window sill level, if present, and no greater than 30
inches in height.
PORCH STAIRCASES AND STEPS
Most of Elgin's pre-1945 dwellings were built with wood steps leading to the door or front
porch. Since steps are readily exposed to the sun and rain they require continual maintenance
and repair. In many cases the original wood steps have been removed and replaced with steps
of concrete. Concrete was widely used for porch steps after early 1900 and these original stairs
should also be repaired and retained.
Guidelines
A. should be retained in their original location and configuration, if original to the property.
Wood and concrete steps should be repaired with materials to match the original.
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B. should be replaced with wood rather than brick or concrete, if the porch floor is made
of wood.
C. should have their tread constructed in either 5/4x12 or 2x12 lumber. The ends of the
treads should be bull-nosed and overhang the riser by no less than 1 inch.
D. Should have newel posts and balusters, treads and risers, to match original porch
construction.
Staff Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval of the application as submitted with the following
recommendations:
1. The handrail shall have a 2x6 ripped down to 4” – 5” width, beveled, minimum 10
degrees, ¾” cove or ¾” coved subrail, 2x2 (1 ½” x 1 ½” actual) square balusters with
sharp edges, with a maximum of 2” spacing. That the bottom rail is a 2x6 ripped down
to 4” – 5” width with chamfered edges, installed 3” above finished floor.
2. That the stair treads shall 5/4” x 12 (recommended) or 2x12 and bull-nosed on 3 sides
and overhang the risers a minimum of 1 ¼”. Installation of a ¾” PVC cove or treated
wood cove to be installed under stair tread overhang around all 3 sides and coped at the
ends. Pressure treated wood or composite material is acceptable for the treads. Rot
resistant wood shall be used for the remaining stair construction.
3. The porch decking shall be 1x4 tongue and groove decking installed perpendicular to the
home and extend past the top rimboard 1 ¼”.
4. The clear landing width shall be 3’-0”, not including the 6x6 newel posts.
5. The skirting shall consist of 1x8 cornerboards, 1x4 vertical frame board against the
porch, 1x8 top rimboard and a 1x4 bottom rimboard all to be flush with the stair
stringer. The skirting boards shall match the design that is found at the front porch,
straight lattice.
6. That the newel posts shall be 6” in diameter (rot resistant wood or smooth fiberglass),
with a 6 ½” diameter, 2x post cap with routered edge and capped with a 5” diameter
ball cap. The newel post base shall have a 6 ½” diameter, 2x routered edge with a
square base. See sketch for more specifications.
7. All other details shall match the submitted sketch.
8. All materials shall be of rot resistant wood.
All new porch elements to be primed and painted.
*****
Juan Morales (owner) and Sophia Calderon (sister in law) were present for tonight’s COA
discussion:
Staircase remove was wood. A neighbor was trying to assist with the simple repair and as they
got working on the project more rot was found and removed.
Commissioners stated the rim board should sit proud of the skirting. The 1x4 bottom rim board
should go clear across the lower skirting. By placing the 1x8 column/post covers should be
installed between the top rim board to the bottom rim board, to prevent moisture wicking into
the boards.
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Since the work is being done on a rear porch, the treads could be either 2x6 or 5/4x6 boards
spaced to allow drainage between the boards. Edges should still be bull nosed.
Motion made by Committee Member Savel to approve with staff recommendations and the
following requirements: 1) rim boards to sit proud of the skirting, 2) 1x4 lower rim board to
expand width of deck and treads, with the 1x8 column covers ending at the 1x4 lower rim
board, and 3) treads to be bull nosed, either 2x6 or 5/4x6 boards installed with spacing to allow
drainage between the boards (owner’s choice).
The motion was seconded by Committee Member Hunter.
The motion passed unanimously.

570 E Chicago St – Installation of skylight (rear)
The applicant has submitted an application for a Certificate of Appropriateness to install one (1)
non-opening, flush mounted skylight, to allow light into attic space.
The skylight will not be visible from the street. The rough opening size for skylight size is 21” x
45 ¾”.
To note, historically this home had a skylight installed for William Gabriel, who was the Head of
the Drafting and Design Department at the Elgin National Watch Factory. The skylight was
located in his office, now the master bathroom, facing east to allow for better lighting while
working.
Elgin Design Guideline Manual Specifications:
Roof Skylights, Vents and Dormers
Skylights
A. Should be preserved, if original to the house
B. Should be flat or flush with the roofline, not convex or “bubble” designs
C. Should have ridge treatment in ridge roll and balls on end on cedar roofs
D. Should not be added where they would be visible from the street. Skylights should be
placed at rear roof lines or behind gables and dormers
Staff Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval of the Certificate of Appropriateness as submitted and with the
following conditions:
Skylight specifications shall be submitted to staff for review to ensure skylight is flush mounted.
*****
Natalie & Kenny Kearny (owner) was present for tonight’s COA discussion:
Owners learned about the prior skylight (no longer on the structure) during the1999 “historic
house walk tour”. The proposed skylight will still be on the east roof elevation, however it is
being request one peak south. The window is low in profile providing more light within the
home. They confirmed this skylight will be a stationary/not opening unit.
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Motion made by Committee Member Ristow to approve with staff recommendations (which
includes prior review and approval of window spec, prior to owner’s purchase of window).
The motion was seconded by Committee Member Roxworthy.
The motion passed 5-0-1 (Abstain: Savel).

ADDITIONAL COMMISSIONER COMMENTS:
 Commissioner Savel brought a piece of fiber cement for discussion. The board has been
subjected to moisture conditions for the past several years; and now exhibits
delamination.
ADDITIONAL STAFF COMMENTS:
 Tuesday, December 3rd- December Plaque Award ceremony to be held at the historic
museum. Social between 6-7pm, awards begin at 7pm.

CORRESPONDENCE:
None
ADJOURNMENT:
Motion to adjourn was made by Committee Member Roxworthy.
The motion was seconded by Committee Member Savel.
The motion passed unanimously.
The meeting of the Design Review Subcommittee was adjourned at 6:29 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Cindy A. Walden
Design Review Subcommittee Secretary

Approved:

AGENDA ITEM F1
Staff Comments
Meeting Date: November 12, 2019
Property Address: 56 N. Channing Street
Property Owner: Felipe Loe
Exhibit A: Aerial Photograph
Exhibit B: Sanborn Maps
Exhibit C: Current and Older Photos
Exhibit D: Inventory Form – Contributing
Exhibit E: COA Application

Project Background:
The COA application has been filed as a corrective action to the following violations:
1. Installation of k-style gutters without a COA approval.
The applicant received a building permit on October 7, 2019 for a tear-off and re-roof of
which was noted on the permit:
“If gutters are proposed to be installed, they shall be half-rounds, colored to match
fascia, no more than 6 inches in diameter and the hangers are to be installed under
shingles.”
When staff went to inspect the work on October 18, 2019, staff found that k-style
gutters were installed without approval.
The applicant is seeking to maintain the k-style gutters that were installed.
Elgin Design Guideline Manual Specifications:
Gutters and Downspouts
A.
Should be repaired rather than replaced, if possible.
B.
Should be located away from significant architectural features on the front
of the building.
C.
Should provide proper drainage through use of downspouts and splash
blocks to avoid water damage to the building. Round downspouts are more
appropriate than rectangular forms; however, rectangular forms are also
acceptable.

November 12, 2019
D.

E.
F.

G.
H.

Should be designed to channel the water as far away from the dwelling as
possible. Downspouts should extend at least 4 to 6 feet, or utilize a splash
block.
Should be half-round rather than k-style or ogee, is of hang-on type. Ogee
is permissible if fascia is vertical.
Should have straps nailed under, not on top, of roofing material. Metal
flashing should also be properly installed so as not to conceal any crown
molding in the roof eaves.
Should not result in the removal of existing eave features.
Should be sized proportionate to the building. Gutters and downspouts
should not exceed 6”.

Staff Recommendation
Staff does not recommend approval of the application as submitted, as the proposed
design (k-style) does not meet the requirements of the Elgin Design Guideline Manual
for Landmarks and Historic Districts.

However, if the Design Review Subcommittee finds it unreasonable for the full removal
of the k-style gutters, then staff would recommend the following:
1. Remove k-style gutter at front porch and replace with a half-round gutter –
metal (maximum of 6” in diameter);
2. All gutters and downspouts to be painted to match the color trim behind them
to blend in.
3. All hangers to be installed under roof shingles.

Respectfully submitted,
Christen Sundquist,
Community Development Department

________________________________________________________________________
Christen Sundquist
Historic Preservation Planner
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GENERAL INFORMATION
CATEGORY

Building

CURRENT FUNCTION

Single Family

CONDITION

Good

HISTORIC FUNCTION

Single Family

INTEGRITY

Minor alterations and/or additions

SECONDARY STRUCTURE

None

REASON for
SIGNIFICANCE

SECONDARY STRUCTURE

None

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
ARCHITECTURAL CLASSIFICATION

Queen Anne

PLAN

Rectangular

NUMBER OF STORIES

2

Circa

ROOF TYPE

Hip

Circa

ROOF MATERIAL

Asphalt Shingle

DETAILS
DATE OF CONSTRUCTION

1892

OTHER YEAR
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Historic Data
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WALL MATERIAL (current)

Aluminum Siding

PORCH

Entry

WALL MATERIAL 2 (current)

WINDOW MATERIAL

Wood

WALL MATERIAL (original)

WINDOW MATERIAL

Aluminum

WALL MATERIAL2 (original)

WINDOW TYPE

Double Hung

WINDOW CONFIG

1/1

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES

Queen Anne front hip dormer window, octagonal tower at corner, leaded glass window, stained glass edged upper
window

ALTERATIONS

Inappropriate front entry door, aluminum siding covering original details
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J.F. McGarry Home
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PERMITS

cost to build: $1,700

COST

$0.00

Image found and displayed.

ARCHITECT
ARCHITECT SOURCE
BUILDER

J.Seiderstrom & Son

HISTORIC INFO

1897 Home of John F. McGarry of J.F.
McGarry & Co.
SSBR, TA-1900, PDR
"J.Seiderstrom & Son build dwelling unit for
J.F. McGarry on Channing St. for $1,700"
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LANDSCAPE

Interior lot, large tree, small lawn

PREPARER

R. Allen

PREPARER
ORGANIZATION

Allen+Pepa Architects

SURVEY DATE

1/13/2009
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Elgin Historic District

FORM STATUS

Completed
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AGENDA ITEM F2
Staff Comments
Meeting Date: November 12, 2019
Property Address: 437 North Street
Property Owners: Donald Hurt
Exhibit A: Aerial Map
Exhibit B: Sanborn Map
Exhibit C: Current Photos
Exhibit D: Inventory Form - Contributing
Exhibit E: COA Application
Exhibit F: Specifications
Project Background:
The applicant has submitted an application for a Certificate of Appropriateness to install
two egress windows, both located on the east elevation of the home.
The proposed location of the egress windows will be hidden behind an existing privacy
fence. However, the homeowner will be installing planting/shrubbery to further hide
the window wells/egress windows if in the future the fence is removed.
The window wells are proposed to be white washed galvanized steel that is no exposed
more than 2 inches above grade with a custom flat lid.
The proposed egress windows will be Jeld-Wen Aluminum-Clad Casement windows with
a feaux, simulated divided lite – meeting rail at the center.
Elgin Design Guideline Manual Specifications:
Windows
A.
Which are original should be preserved in their original location, size, and
design and with their original materials and numbers of panes (glass lights).
B.
Which are not original should not be added to primary facades or to
secondary facades where readily visible.
C.
Should be repaired rather than replaced, but if replacement is necessary, the
recommended replacement should be in-kind to match the originals in
material and design.
Windows clad in aluminum or baked-on aluminum are acceptable as
replacement windows for use throughout the structure. Factors to be
considered in determining whether the severity of deterioration of windows

D.

E.
F.

G.
H.

requires replacement shall include but not be limited to the following
factors: damage, excessive weathering, loss of soundness or integrity of the
wood, deterioration due to rot or insect attack, and cost to repair. As to the
factor of the cost to repair windows, a particular window may be permitted
to be replaced rather than repaired if the estimated cost to repair the
windows is more than the estimated cost of the purchase and installation of
appropriate replacement windows.
Which are original of steel or aluminum should be repaired with materials to
match the original. If repair is not feasible, replacement should be with new
windows to match the original as closely as possible in materials and
dimensions. Aluminum extruded windows are an acceptable replacement
substitute for original steel sash windows, as long as their size, shape and
profile match the original windows.
Vinyl extruded windows are not permitted for use in historic districts.
Which are new should not have snap-on or flush muntins. True divided
muntins are preferred over these types of muntins which do not have the
same appearance as historic windows. New muntins which are an integral
part of the window sash and installed on both sides of the glass are
preferable to snap-on simple grilles.
screens and/or storms should be wood or baked-on or anodized aluminum
and fit within the window frames.
that are approved for replacement may be fitted with new double-paned
Low-E glass that will improve the energy conservation on the interior. Only
low-e glass that does not contain a tint should be used.

Staff Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval with the following specifications:
1. The windows are of wood or aluminum clad wood and shall be insert windows.
2. The casement windows shall have a faux meeting rail – simulated divided lite
grille that is permanently attached to both the interior and exterior of glass at
the center of the window.
3. The brick mold around the masonry opening shall be no less than 2 inches wide.
4. The window well does not extend past the ground more than 2 inches.
5. The window well cover is translucent and installed flat.
6. Year round shrubs are planted around both window wells.

Respectfully submitted,

Christen Sundquist
Community Development Department
________________________________________________________________________
Christen Sundquist
Historic Preservation Planner
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none

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
ARCHITECTURAL CLASSIFICATION

Cape Cod

PLAN

Ell

NUMBER OF STORIES

1.5

Circa

ROOF TYPE

Gable

Circa

ROOF MATERIAL

Asphalt Shingle

DETAILS
DATE OF CONSTRUCTION

1940

OTHER YEAR
DATE SOURCE

Tax Assessor

FOUNDATION

Concrete

WALL MATERIAL (current)

Aluminum Siding

PORCH

Entry

WINDOW MATERIAL

Wood

WALL MATERIAL 2 (current)
WALL MATERIAL (original)
WALL MATERIAL2 (original)

Aluminum Siding

WINDOW MATERIAL
WINDOW TYPE

Double Hung

WINDOW CONFIG

6/6

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES

Simple Cape Cod with large front picture window

ALTERATIONS

Side deck, aluminum siding possibly original

437 NORTH ST

City of ELGIN

ELGIN HISTORIC DISTRICT
ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORICAL SURVEY 2008/2009

HISTORIC INFORMATION
HISTORIC NAME
COMMON NAME
PERMITS

COST

$0.00

Image found and displayed.

ARCHITECT
ARCHITECT SOURCE
BUILDER
HISTORIC INFO

TA-1940, PDR- post1903
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LANDSCAPE

Driveway down alley, Medium Setback

PREPARER

S. Alkema

PREPARER
ORGANIZATION

Allen+Pepa Architects

SURVEY DATE

11/18/2008

SURVEY AREA

Elgin Historic District

FORM STATUS

Completed
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